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About This Version 2.0 - September, 2016

1. Summary
Since version 1.01 was released a year ago, the functionality and user friendliness of ParkSEIS have been
greatly improved mostly due to extensive in-house operations, but also from suggestions and reports
from users. Most bugs found were minor, but a few of them were critical. All bugs we found have been
fixed. Updates, additions, and modifications incorporated into the current version (v. 2.0) are explained
here. Updates are listed with brief explanations in Table 1. Major bug fixes are listed in Table 2. There
are many other updates, upgrades, and bug fixes incorporated in this version that will be self
explanatory during software use.
Items that are considered "upgrades" are briefly explained below.
Velocity (Vs) Cross Section  Topographic Correction
("Display" -> "S-Velocity (Vs) Data" -> "2-D Vs Cross Section")
Topographic correction can now be applied to the 2-D velocity (Vs) cross section simply by importing a
2-column text file in which surface coordinates and elevations (or depths) are specified in the first and
second columns, respectively, separated by a space. The topo-corrected file will be saved as a separate
file, and the subsequent display of the file will accordingly account for the vertical bounds (i.e., top and
bottom) of the cross section.
Velocity (Vs) Cross Section  Interactive Edit
("Display" -> "S-Velocity (Vs) Data" -> "2-D Vs Cross Section")
A 2-D velocity (Vs) cross section is made of multiple 1-D Vs profiles, each of which is indicated by the
"Data Points" at the bottom of the section. Each 1-D profile can be opened simply by right clicking on
the corresponding data point. Further inversion operations then can be executed in this 1-D profile
display with an updated initial model or other inversion-related parameters. This 1-D profile update can
be accomplished through either manual or automatic inversion available in the top menu of the display.
The updated 1-D profile can then be carried over to the initial 2-D Vs cross section to change the overall
subsurface velocity (Vs) structure. In addition, from the 1-D profile display, the original measured
dispersion curve can also be opened with the corresponding dispersion image displayed on the
background, the image from which the curve was originally extracted. Then, the curve extraction can be
performed again based on new criteria, and the updated curve is carried over to the displayed 1-D Vs
profile. In this way, each data point in a 2-D Vs cross section can be completely revisited from the
beginning.
Source/Receiver (SR) Setup From Text-File Specifications
("Setup Source/Receiver (SR)")
Encoding surface coordinates of source and receivers (SR) can now be specified in a text file by using
several keywords such as "RECORD", "SOURCE", "CH1", "CH24", etc. This way of encoding can often be
more convenient than the graphical mode (GUI), especially when the data acquisition involves unusual
complications in geometry. This mode can also provide greater flexibility in SR setup.
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Seismic Modeling Specification from Seismic Data
("Modeling" -> "Seismic Data *")
Modeling a seismic record requires specification of several different characteristics such as source
spectrum (e.g., frequencies of amplitude spectrum), acquisition geometry (e.g., source offset, receiver
spacing, type of receiver array, etc.), and recording parameters (e.g., sampling interval and number of
samples). Values for all these characteristics can now be imported from existing seismic data that has
source/receiver (SR) setup applied [i.e., *(SR).DAT]. Frequency contents of seismic waves will be
specified by analyzing seismic waves in input data. Other parameters will be specified by reading
corresponding information in the header of input data.
Conversion of S-Velocity (Vs) to P-Velocity (Vp) Cross Section
("Display" -> "S-Velocity (Vs) Data" -> "2-D Vs Cross Section" -> "Edit" -> "+/-")
A 2-D S-velocity (Vs) cross section can be converted to a 2-D P-velocity (Vp) cross section by using
Poisson's ratio (POS). Two options are available for the selection of POS. The first option will let the
program use its own algorithm that will use POS values dynamically changing with Vs, while with the
other option a constant value of POS will be applied to all Vs values. The "dynamically varying" POS
algorithm is based on an empirical relationship that determines POS (nonlinearly) based on the Vs value;
for example, the lower Vs will give the higher POS.
Extraction of Dispersion Curve  Dynamic Bounds
("Dispersion" -> "Get Dispersion Curve(s) From Image Data" -> "Bounds" -> "Controls" -> "Bounds")
When the option "Adjust bounds dynamically" is checked, the two (upper and lower) bound curves will
follow the trajectory of the dispersion curve previously extracted. This option can provide a convenient
way of automatically updating bound curves when extracting dispersion curves from dispersion images
(i.e., step 2 of 'dispersion analysis').
Bedrock Contour Specification
("Display" -> "S-Velocity (Vs) Data" -> "2-D Vs Cross Section" -> "Process" -> "Bedrock*")
Multiple contour lines of different velocities (Vs's) can be drawn on the same 2-D Vs cross section.
Chart Scale Specification
("Display" -> "Dispersion Data" -> "Dispersion Image" -> "Scale" -> click "Vertical/Horizontal" Box)
The most optimum display scale will be automatically chosen (vertically and horizontally) based on the
energy trend of displayed image. Previously used (vertical and horizontal) scales can also be chosen
separately.
Common-Offset (CO) Section Generation from Display
("Display" -> "Seismic Data" -> "Edit")
Seismic data with source/receiver (SR) setup applied [*(SR).dat] can be sorted into common-offset (CO)
sections from display. Output will be saved as a separate file.
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2. Velocity (Vs) Cross section  Topographic Correction
Open an existing 2-D velocity (Vs) cross section [*(2DVs).TXT].

Select "Process" tab and click "Topo" (bottom) to open a
prepared 2-column text file (right) of elevation (or depth) data.

If the text file contains elevation data, then select "Yes." If it
contains depth data, then select "No."

Output topo-corrected velocity (Vs) cross section
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3. Velocity (Vs) Cross section  Interactive Edit
Opening an existing 2-D velocity (Vs) cross section [*(2DVs).TXT].

3.1 Edit Data Points in 2-D Velocity (Vs) Cross Section
(a) Shift + Click a data point at the bottom of the cross section.
(b) A corresponding 1-D shear-velocity (Vs) model is displayed that can be updated through manual
and/or automatic inversion process.
(c) A Vs model can be manually updated by using your mouse. Or, it can also be updated through
automatic inversion by clicking the “RUN” button. Then, to update the original velocity (Vs)
cross section, click the “Update” button.
(d) Once a Vs cross section is updated, the edited data point is marked by yellow, and the edit can
be undone (or redone) by clicking (right-clicking) the “Undo” button.
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3.2 Edit Dispersion Curve in 1-D Velocity (Vs) Profile
(a) To edit the original measured dispersion curve that generated the 1-D shear-velocity (Vs) profile
currently displayed, click the “Edit DC” button.
(b) The displayed dispersion curve can be manually edited by using your mouse; e.g., delete, add,
and move data points. Then, click the “INVR” button to run the inversion with the updated
curve.
(c) The inversion control panel will be displayed where inversion parameters can be modified or
adjusted, if necessary. Then, click the “OK” button to run the inversion that will update the 1-D
Vs profile.
(d) The updated 1-D Vs profile now has an updated dispersion curve. Subsequent inversion
processing (either manual or automatic inversion) will run using this updated curve.
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4. Source/Receiver (SR) Setup from Text-File Specifications
When clicking the 'Import a Setting' option in the front page of the SR setup dialog shown below left,
another dialog pops up (below right). On top of this dialog, there is now a new option added that
enables user to import a previously prepared text file. The other four (4) options listed in the box are
explained in section 2.3 of the user guide, "Setup Source/Receiver (SR)." This new option can be used
only for surveys using a linear receiver array. It is, however, not limited by survey type, which can be
one of the following three types; active, passive, and active-passive combined surveys.

This new option applies the SR setup to the input seismic data according to the scheme specified in the
imported text file, where the configuration of source and receivers (SR) is listed according to the format
described below. The format consists of several fields characterized by unique keywords with each field
separated by a comma (','). Each keyword is then accompanied with one or two numerical values as
explained in the following three examples.
Example 1
(Specification with Both Distance and Station Number)
Example 1 is a sample text file created using Windows Notepad that has only one line of SR specification
and other supplementary specifications of distance unit and survey type, both of which are optional:
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RECORD is the keyword to specify a record number (1). It should be always accompanied with one
record number.
SOURCE is the keyword to specify location of the source for this particular record number. It should be
accompanied with, at least, one number that represents the surface distance (-12.0) in meters or
feet. (The distance unit specificationfor example, meters or feetis made by a separate line as
described below). It can also be accompanied with a second number (994) that represents the
station number corresponding to the source location (-12.0). Note that station numbers are always
consecutive between the two adjacent receiver locations. Although one receiver spacing can be a
number of any value (e.g., 2.0), the corresponding station interval is always one unit (1).
CH is the keyword to specify a channel number and corresponding location. CH1 represents channel #1,
while CH24 represent channel #24. There is no space between the 'CH' and the channel number.
This channel-number keyword is accompanied with, at least, one number that represents the
surface distance (e.g., 0.0), which can optionally be followed by a second number that represents
the corresponding station number (e.g., 1000). There should be, at least, two fields of channel
specification separated by comma (,). The specifications for the in-between channels will then be
linearly interpolated based on these two bounding specifications. The channel specifications in the
above example indicate that each channel's surface location increases by 2.0 m in distance (i.e., a
2.0-m receiver spacing), while it increases by 1 in station number toward increasing channel
numbers.
UNIT is the keyword to specify distance in either meters (METER or meter) or feet (FEET or feet). This
specification is optional and, if this line is missing, the default unit is the same as the unit specified in
the input seismic data. If this information is missing in the seismic data, then the default unit is FEET.
SURVEY is the keyword to specify the type of MASW survey. Three survey types are available; active
(ACT or ACTIVE), passive (PAS or PASSIVE), and active-passive combined (COM or COMBINED). If this
keyword is missing, the default survey type is ACTIVE. Both active and combined surveys require the
'SOURCE' specification included in each SR line after the 'RECORD' specification as illustrated in the
above example, while the passive survey should not include the 'SOURCE' specification.
Any line that starts with two slashes ('//') indicates a comment line, and is ignored during the import.
The source/receiver (SR) configuration constructed by the above example file is graphically displayed
below with a surface coordinate of distance (left) and station number (right), respectively.
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Example 2
(Specification with Distance Only)
Example 2 is another sample text file that has multiple lines of SR specification with two bounding
record numbers (1 and 24). The SR configurations for those records between these two numbers are
linearly interpolated in surface coordinates for both source and receivers. In addition, only distances are
specified for both source and receivers without station numbers. In this case, the program will assign
station numbers automatically with a convention of '1000' for zero ('0') distance. The resultant SR
configuration for all 24 records in an input seismic data is displayed below with distance (left) and
station (right) surface coordinates used, respectively.

Example 3
(Specification for Passive Survey)
Example 3 is identical to Example 2, but without 'SOURCE' specifications because the survey type is
specified as 'PASSIVE' in the last line. The resultant SR configuration is displayed below with distance
(left) and station (right) surface coordinates used, respectively. It shows locations of the receivers only.
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5. Seismic Modeling Specification from Existing Seismic Data

Click the following button and select a seismic data file with source/receiver (SR) setup [*(SR).DAT].
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6. Conversion of S-Velocity (Vs) to P-Velocity (Vp) Cross Section
Open an existing 2-D velocity (Vs) cross section [*(2DVs).TXT].

Select "Edit" tab and click "+/-" button to display the control dialog shown below. Select "Velocity" and
"Divide (%)" for the variable and operation options, respectively. Then, enter "-3.14159265" in the "Edit
Value" box, which will let the program use its own Poisson's ratio (POS) values [that dynamically vary
with S-velocity (Vs) values]. To use a specific and constant POS value, enter a value of 100xPOS added
by 0.14159265; for example, enter a value of "450.14159265" for POS=0.450, and "330.14159265" for
POS=0.330, etc.

An output P-velocity (Vs) cross section with updated labeling.
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7. Extraction of Dispersion Curve  Dynamic Bounds
Open an existing dispersion-image file [*(*OT).DAT].

Click "Bounds" on top and then "Controls" to display the control dialog below. Select "Algorithm" to
check (or uncheck) the 'Exclude low signal-to-noise (SN) ratio' option that will exclude (if checked) data
points with SN lower than the value specified in the box below. Select "Bounds" tab to check (or
uncheck) the 'Adjust bounds dynamically' option that will follow (if checked) the trajectory of the
previously picked dispersion curve. The 'Bounds degree of phase velocity' option specifies the range
between upper and lower bounds.

8. Bedrock Contour Specification
Uncheck the 'Clear previous contour-velocity curve' option to draw multiple (bedrock) velocity lines.
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9. Chart Scale Specification on Dispersion
Open an existing dispersion-image file [*(*OT).DAT].

With display of a dispersion-image file [*(*OT).DAT], select "Scale" tab and then click anywhere in the
panel of previous "Vertical" and "Horizontal" scales.

10. Common-Offset Section Generation from Display
Open an existing seismic-data file with source/receiver (SR) setup applied [*(SR).DAT].

With display of a seismic-data file with source/receiver (SR) setup applied [*(SR).DAT], select "Edit" tab
and then click the "Generate common-offset sections" button.
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11. Table of Updates
Type Code
DA: Dispersion Analysis, DD: Dispersion Display, SD: Seismic Display, GE: General, IA: Inversion
Analysis, SR: Source/Receiver (SR) Setup, Vs1D: 1-D Vs Display, UT: Utility
Type

Content

Applied
()

SD

In the source/receiver (SR) configuration chart display, the 1st channel is now
indicated by a yellow dot, while all other channels are presented by black dots.



SR

The mid-point of a receiver array is now determined by examining surface
coordinates of all receivers (traces). Previously, it was determined from the first and
last traces in the file, which resulted in incorrect mid-point location if channels are
not regularly arranged.



UT

The maximum number of samples (per channel) in a SEG-2 file that ParkSEIS (PS) can
handle during the conversion process is now 120,000. Previously, it was 90,000.
However, the conversion process will decimate it to 32,000, which is the maximum
number of samples per trace allowed in the converted PS format.



DD

In the display of a dispersion-image file [*(*OT).DAT], adjacent images can be
stacked on top of the current image being displayed by choosing the "OT-Stk" option
in the "Process" tab. This option now has an additional option of "Weighted
stacking" that will apply a Gaussian weight (centered at current image) to the
adjacent images. Previously, it always applied the same weight to all images.
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12. Table of Bug Fixes
Type Code
DA: Dispersion Analysis, DD: Dispersion Display, SD: Seismic Display, GE: General, IA: Inversion
Analysis, SR: Source/Receiver (SR) Setup, Vs1D: 1-D Vs Display, Vs2D: 2-D Vs Display, UT: Utility
Type

Content

Fixed ()

DD
Vs1D
Vs2D

Changing chart scale by clicking an axis often caused troubles in various ways (e.g.,
program hanging, loss of focus, delayed response, etc.). This happened with charts
in dispersion-data [*.DC and *(*OT).DAT] and (1-D and 2-D) velocity (Vs) [*.LYR and
*(2DVs).TXT] displays. This problem has been fixed. The auto-scale check box has
been disabled in the control box. A few other related issues (for example,
displayed file name not accordingly updated after saving current display with a
different name, mouse cursor not properly updated, conflict of axis scales causing
the program to crash, etc.) have been fixed as well.



Vs1D

Some issues with 1-D velocity (Vs) display (*.LYR)  for example, continuous
display of error message "Invalid S-Velocity (Vs) for minimum Poisson's ratio
(=0.0)" and improperly displayed parameters such as Poisson's ratio, density, Qs,
and Qp have been fixed.



UT

Certain SEG-2 data, which is not the original SEG-2 field file but is converted from
a third-party software, has a keyword missing, and this caused a misleading error
message "Negative Sampling Interval (0)!" Now, a correct message will specifically
notify of this missing required keyword. This will enable the user to look for the
original SEG-2 data to begin with.



SD

Processing modules in seismic display (e.g., Filter, F-K, AGC, Mute, etc.) often
caused the program to hang. In addition, the first record in the output file saved
was not the one specified in the control box. These issues have been fixed.



DA

During the generation of dispersion-image files [*(*OT).DAT], the output file would
not be overwritten (even if accordingly specified in the control dialog) but always
appended to the previous file. This has been fixed.



DA

During extraction of dispersion curves from a dispersion-image file, the output file
name for dispersion curve(s) to be saved could not be properly specified, even if
the user wanted to assign a name different than the default. This has been fixed.



SR
SD

Display of source/receiver (SR) chart from a seismic data display (or during the SR
setup session) caused the program to hang if there was only one record in the
input file. This has been fixed.



DD

During the analysis of "F-Sum" included in the "Process" tab of dispersion-image
displays [*.(*OT).DAT], sometimes an error message was issued notifying
"Error! !DCDATA in OTFRQSUMPara::Execute()!" This has been fixed.



Vs2D

When constructing a depth-slice map [*(DS).TXT] from the display of multiple 2-D
velocity (Vs) cross sections [*(2DVs).TXT], the "Access violation..." error message
appeared and the program crashed. This occurred when the cross sections have
different ranges in surface coordinates. This has been fixed.
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